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JCI / IHSG UPDATE

Cabinet Reshuffle—New Names Inaugurated

Today, 12 Aug 2015, our Indonesian president, Joko Widodo, finally announced his cabinet reshuffle. He decided to remove five people from the “old
working cabinet” and re-position Sofyan Djalil to the National Planning Minister from Coordinating Economic Minister. As the market expected, among
the six names reshuffled by the President, three of whom represent the cabinet working closely under the economic ministries, such as the Coordinating
Economic Minister, the Trade Minister, and the National Planning Minister (BAPPENAS).

Below we provide the changed ministers among Jokowi’s “ New Working Cabinet”:

Source : Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research

Comment :

It is still too early to judge whether the reshuffle will be positive or negative to our economy. However, one thing that we know for sure is that along with
this reshuffling, Indonesia at least has new hope amidst its decelerating economic growth. We know that names such as Darmin Nasution, Luhut
Panjaitan and Rizal Ramli are familiar names who have worked with the past Indonesian government. However, we consider Thomas Lembong as a
relatively new and young figure.

12 August 2015

Ministry Old New Previous Position

1 Coordinating Economic Minister Sofyan Djalil Darmin Nasution Professional

2 Law Minister Tedjo Edhy Luhut Binsar Pandjaitan Head of Jokowi’s Presidential Staff

3 National Planning Minister Andrinof Chaniago Sofyan Djalil Coordinating Economic Minister

4 Trade Minister Rachmat Gobel Thomas Lembong CEO and Managing Partner Quvat Private Equity

5 Maritime Minister Indroyono Soesilo Rizal Ramli Professional

6 Cabinet Secretary Andy Widjajanto Pramono Anung Politician
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